A Wallace Plot? FBI Probe On

From Combined Services

The FBI is investigating extensively the possibility that the attempt to kill Gov. George C. Wallace may have been the result of a conspiracy, it was learned today.

It was also reported that FBI agents had found "RFK Must Die" and another book about Sirhan Sirhan, the convicted assassin of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, in the car of the man charged with shooting Wallace.

U.S. Attorney George Beall of Baltimore, who is to prosecute Arthur Herman Bremer on the principal charge of trying to kill Wallace, told the Chicago Sun-Times that the possibility of a conspiracy was the major phase of the FBI's investigation of the assassination attempt.

Beall also said the investigation may result in additional charges against Bremer, 21, who was arrested immediately after Wallace was gunned down Monday during a political rally in Laurel, Md. Bremer, an unemployed Milwaukee man who apparently had been following the Wallace campaign around the country for weeks, told the police and FBI to reopen the case. But federal sources said it contained an itinerary for Wallace's campaign in Maryland.

One source said the material indicated that Bremer had been following the Wallace campaign for at least several weeks.

The campaign material on McGovern and undisclosed Republicans was the first positive indication that Bremer had at last a passing interest in other candidates.